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I.

General situation.

The position of the eneny povrers has changed considerably in the past
The reasons for these changes are as follows

Germany has to some extent regained her freedom of action in the

West by resuming the offensive.

The German war potential is being gradually raised again, as a
result of the measures for total war introduced in tlie autuj.in of 1944.

1.

2.

v/e eks.

The intensified use of V-weapons and of jet-propelled aircraft,
v^-hich cleai'ly indicates the advanced stage of Genuan rocket research.

The v/eakening of the British and American wa.r potentials owing to a
premature slackening of the war effort end a change over to peace
time production and the heavy losses on the Western Front.

The intensification of the vfar in the Pacific, China and Burma

.  which has forced the Allies to abandon their' original of

finishing the war in Europe before concentrating on the Y/ar in

the Par East has given both theatres an equal degree of urgency.

The further' rise in the Eussian war potential and the ensuing
increase in political, economic and military freedom of action

enjoyed the Soviet Union.

The growing impcrtanco of the Xillied-occupied countries, .especially
prance and Bolgiuin, as active allies, and producers of v/ar

materials, aaid their ensuing greater political independenc

xill these causes have combined to force Britain and America on to the

defensive thus depriving them of some of their political and military
prestige.
Prance, too, is nov/ in a stronger position.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Hies has svYung tovYards Moscow.The balance of power aiuong the ii.

II.

Change of policy in iUmerica and England.

Throe months ago, b-oth Government and public opinion in England and
iUnerioa believed that the war in Europe would end with the defeat of Germany
at the beginning of 1945 the latest,
markets and a consequent economic TOrld crisis led to a substantial change
over in industry to peace-time production. The consequent decrease in
arrnaiuent production became very noticeable. Shortly before the end of the

The fear of a collapse of the war

/year
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year, hov/evcr, the process of converting industry to peace-time production
cane to a sudden ho.lt in both countries* This fact is reflected in the
state of the Nev/ York Stock Sxchange. In the first week in January there
was a boon in ¥all street in all shares which would benefit from a continua-

railT/ay shares and industrial shafos such as steel,
automobile, aircraft, copper and eloctro-naterials were in demand.^
Railway shares surpassed all records since 1937» They rose by
industrial shares rose by 3^ on an average, and public services by
The reason for this rise was the official government prooiulgation to all
industries to forget all plans for the conversion to peace-time production
and all other plans for peace and to concentrate on war production,
a result, the markets becaioe more attractive, and speculators concluded^
long-term transactions. The Gcjvernioont issued several orders underlining
the need for weer production for a further period of hostilities,

worsted yarn and skins, for example, were eanuarked for the use of the i.rmy
Orders for aircraft and a.ircraft pants, motor

lorries and tyres, tanks, machine-tools, medium and heavy artillery
ammunition are increasing. It is reported even, that nev/ factories Eire

being built. Those, however, cannot operate before the latter half oi
The quantities of raw materials released for civilian production

of all kinds, especially textiles, have been strictly limited.

tion of the v/ar;

i.S

Thus,

for another five months.

The official declarations on this subject could not be plainer.

Julius Krug, the head of the ¥ar Production Board (Kriegsproduktionsaintj
made the following statement at one of his press conferences:
tenacious German resistance which has culminated in Eundstedt's counter

offensive, has necessitated a change in ..merican war production plans.
The rate of production must be such as to allow the ^jnerican °
continue the war in Europe for another year or even longer. The German
advance in Belgium may cause the loss of large quantities of nllied

cessitatc a complete re-equipment of the .jmerican
also stated that the plans for the production of

the

materials and even n

First ii ug.rr;iy,
dmerican _

Mr. Kr
aircraft had been revised.

decision on the question of conscrip-Without waiting for a Congress

tion, Roosevelt has ordered the call-up of a further 500,000 men.
Econkuc and social problems which the U.S.... have so iai- tried to evade
are now becoming acute. Out of a population ot 130 million the U.S....
is in a position to place 20-25 million men under arms. Today barely a
third of that nuiober has been enlisted. .. call-up on

however, force ..merica to change her economic and social system ^d reduce
her armament capacity, which today supplies the wnole

last suixier a certain aiiount of combing out had already
of 26 who v/ore employed in reserved

Their

During the coll-up
been done aimong the men up to the s.ge

This involved nearly one million men at that time,
very low, indicating that the state of

■  occupations,
degree of fitness is, on the vrhol^
health of the American people is poor.

the middle ofThe shortage of labour became evident as early as
t that time some 300,000 more workers v/ere needed,

simultaneously with an increased production, imposes
the industries satisfying civilian

This

The new
October,

call-up, coming
strict limitations and a drain on ^ .
requirements, and consequently lowers the standard of living,
raust be a great setback to Roosevelt’s "Prosperity Propaganda ^
production of consumer goods has so far been maintained 

under
difficulties. In 1939 the gross producti'.m of the U.S.... amounted to
108 000 million dollars, of which 78-2 thousand million represented
lonsumL Sds. In 1943 it amounted bo 192 thousand million
which 91.2 thousand million represented consumer go.ds. T  p E
of civilian consumption fell therefore from 72-470 to 47- 5,o.
fact this figure is even lov/er because the prices re so during P
by 3T/o,

The

;my further transfer of men fro.i industry to the .uroy ^
done at the cost of a radicaa restriction in civilian consumption which

/automatically
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It T/oald also uake itselfautomatically lov/ers tho standard of living,
felt in the armansnt industry v/hich vfill find it difficult to maintain its
present high capacity,
prohlen, for Virhich it is "in
problem even acre urgent,

been absorbed into industry, ojid a wage increase has been adopted, the total
sum paid out in wages and salaries has risen from 43,000 million dollars in^

The

is thereby faced with an acute social
no way prepojred.

Now that the i1 million pre-war unemployed have

The. U Q
• kJ •

let another factor makes the

1939 to 111.6 thouscind million dollars in 1943, i«s. by 135;4
additional purchasing-power, coupled with the decreased production of
consumer goods, causes the prices to rise and favours the black market.

It also increases the danger of inflation, which is already apparent in ^he
tendency to invest in "real" goods,
jewels" appears in certain newsxiaper advertisements,
influenced the rise in railway shares.

That is why the slogan "Save in
It has also

Up to no\T Roosevelt has been able to keep to his promise of prosperity.
The development of the war situation is now forcing upon him a change in
economic policy for which the country is unprepared, and T/hich affects the
fundamental principles of its economic and social system, Roosevelt's
message, to Congress has, therefore, bean badly received by the entire
American press.

The British public too, was made av/are of the seriousness of the

situation by tho call-up of 250,000 men at Christmas time. They were all
the more badly hit, as the catastrophic situation of their exports had
caused t'hum to go over to poac;,.-timG production at tho earliest possible
moment. England thereby hoped to gain a start in the post-war world
market, a start which she is badly in need of if she wants to assert herself.
In England, too this conversion to peace-time production was hastily stopped.
In a letter to Sir alter Citrine, the G<„neral .Secretary of tho T.U.C. ,
Churchill stated that the Army had already had to fall back on the reserves
of anraunition.

On the development of the manufacture of aimmunition, Churchill gave
the following report:-

At the beginning of 1943 the production of ammunition was slowed dovm
and the labour thus released trfmisferred to other armament industries.

Experiences in the Italian coinpaign and in France , shov/ed, hov/ever, that
the artillery might have to use larger quantities of ammunition. It was
decided, therefore, to increase production in particular of the three most
iraportamt calibres made in Great Britain and Canada, Since then.the
factories had speeded up production.

Furthennore, one gathers from a statement of Churchill's in the
Commons that the English armament industry has concentrated on the

production of artillery ammunition for the European theatre of war and
vehicles for the Pacific v/ar.

offensive haveThe military setbacks caused by Eundstedt's surpri
led to severe criticisms of General Eisenhov/er's oapabilities and to

political tension betvroon London ;xnd Washington,
forgotten that, in August 1944, Montgomery was excluded from the coiMand
of the invasion armies by reason of tho Amcriceji claims. Faced by tho
military facts, Eisenhower had to give in and transferred the 1st and 9th
Armies from General BraEley's to General Montgomery's command, Montgomery

cornmands from the North Sea to the Saar, and Bradley has become the

se

The British have not

now

scapegoat.

Eisenhower has lost a considerable amount of prestige, particulai’ly
ayes of thd American public, 'vThich is very sensitive to Britishin the

criticism.

/III.
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III.

The Shipping crisis.

The British and' Amoricans are facing a crisis •'.vhich is not only
The supx?ly system causes at least as

In spite of the enormous transport tonnage, estimated
in 1944j the shortage of

confined to the armament industry,

many difficulties,
by the, Americans at approx. 37 million G.E.T.
shipping space has become chronic.

This shortage is due to the following causes

The simultaneous demands of the war in Europe and in the Pacific,1.

The food shortage in the re-occupied countries, Belgium, Prance

and Italy.

The congestion in the ports.

2.

/

Under American pressure, Churchill and Hoosevelt decided at the Quebec
Conference to intensify the war against Japan. This was the. reason for

the "stepping stone" policy practised by the Americans with regard to the
islands in the Pacific, v/hich has now led to the final occupation of the
Island of Luzon. The expectations of an early victory in Europe affected
the Allied armament and shipping policy; the production of armaments and

ships was concentrated on satisfying the needs of the v/ar in the Pacific.

The war against Japan has thus assumed larger proportions and now
This applies not only to thedemands greater quantities of supplies,

advance on the Philippines, but also to Burma v/horo the 14th Army has now
emerged from the mountainous jungle regions and is advancing upon the Contr;il
Burmese Plain. British troops have landed in the port of Akyab in central

Prom North Burma and Yumion, Chinese troops are advancing upon the
These advances are serious.

They became necessary because the Japanese
They do, hov/evor, use up

since their supply rcquireme.:its are enormous,
stated that over half the available transport vessels

,  At the moment there is no possibility of
On the contrary, the number of supply vessels

Y/ish to avoid the risk of further

Burma.

They threaten Japan'sBurma Road,

position in South China,
offensive had directly threatened Chung King,

The
more shipping space.
Western Allies have

are pinned dowm in the Pacific,
relieving the situation,
must be increased if the Y/estern Aliio c;

set-backs.

The landing on Luzon alone is reported to have involved 800 ships,
TYhich according to Japanese reports suf'fered heavy losses. ^ Once the. troops
have landed they must still be supplied. The battles for itoila promise o
be fierce and decisive. It will be impossible, therefore, in the near

future to release any naval units from the Pacific theatre of war. On the
contrary, every ship will be needed there.

In addition to this, the American and Prsnch ports are badly congested
as they are not built for dealing with such heavy traffic. Finally, the
food shortage in Belgiuin, France and Italy is becoming more and more acute,
so that an ever-increasing quantity of shipping space is absorbed in bring
ing food supplies to those countries. These food shortages must be at _
least oartly remedied as they lead to greater unrest in individual countries,

indirectly affecting the military position of the Allied powers.

At the present time, when the shipping situation is
the unforeseen losses on the Western Front inflicted by Rundstedt s
offensive have made larger quantities of supplies  a necessity.

thus

already difficult,

It is now impossible to decrease the supplies destined for the
Pacific in favour of the European theatre of war. Tho v/ar against Jap^
has already developed too far for that. The European requirements must
however, be met quickly if the situation, already tense, is to be prevented
from developing into a military crisis.

/The
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The ship-ping crisis thus dominates the Allied position,
them to adopt a different attitude tov^ards the ro-occupiod countries.

In the beginning, the Anglo-American forces had obviously not intended to

rely on these countries for any strong measure of su'pport.
su'ppoi-tcd the resistance movements, they -v/ere so convinced of their own

strength that they neglected both France and Belgium as effective allies.

Today both these countries are of importance not only as reserves of man-power,
but also on account of their industrial resources, Yvhich being so doss to
the front, can effect a considerable saving in shipping-space.

It forces

Although they

The Belgian resistance movement has again o'ffered its support to the
Aitericans in spite of the fact that the British had fought and suppressed it
as a safeguard for the Pierlct government.

The nev/ call-up ordered by de-G-aulle is oven more significant,
his meeting with Churchill at Sisenhower's headquarters he ordered the

immediate call-up of the 1923 age group in Franco,
the two age groups above and the three belo?/ this, v/as announced,

is attempting to re-establish a stronger regular army,
speed she 'dll succeed in doing this depends on hov/ much and at Y/hat rate
the British and AmoricariS Yifill provide the necessary arras and equi-pmsnt.

Aft

Later, the call-up o

How far and .at w

er

f
France

ha.t

The most important factor is the French and Belgian industrial potential
Y»hich is being put at the disposal of the Anglo-American armies,

supposes the reconstruction of the industry and its equipment v/ith machinery
and materials.

This pre-

At the same time these countries have a share in the profits

Neither is very -pleasant for the English or the Americans,of war production,

but the war situation is forcing this -policy more and more strongly upon
them. England has already had to transfer a great number of armament orders

The Americans had toto France and to x^rovide the noccssaa-’y rav^ materials,
follov/ suit. The U.S.A. have just given Francs and Belgian armanient orders

amounting to approx. 60 million dollars, mostly for precision tools.
Before long, all industries, especially the iron industry, in both countries,
will be Y/orking at full -pressure to satisfy the requirements of the Anglo-
American armaii:ient -plan,

countries at the expense of England and America, but it also underlines

the’ir political inTportance and their claim a.s politically independent states.
De-G-aulle.'s pact with Mosco?/ is a clear sign of this change,
again taken her -iplace beside England and America as an equal and not
subordinate.

This leads not only to an economic revival of both

France has

as a •

This development therefore narrovYS dovm the xoresent sphere of
influence of the tY/o Anglo-Saoccn pxDV/ers.

IV.

The gro'vYing strength of the Soviet Unicn.

The gro'v'Ying importance of the Soviet Union among the Allied powers is
Ivloscow'3 position is rapidly bscomong stronger,a most significant factor.

overshado'vYing the Western 'po-vYsrs*

The reason for this lies primarily in the steady grovYth of the Russian

war potential, vYhich yyIII probably become entirely self-sufficient in the
course of this year'. After the losses in 1941/42, the heavy armament
centres in the Urals and in Siberia, were developed to a maximum capacity.
Thus, in spite of the loss of the Donetz basin, 'vYhich in -peace-time produced
70/0 of their coal, 60/ of their iron ore, and over 50/ of their crude steal,
the Russians Y/ere able to keep pace VYith the German armament production in
various fields such as tanks and light and medium guns,
crisis in the light metal and chemical industries had been appreciably eased.

The reconstruction of the Donetz basin has provided the Soviet Union

Yvith a foundation for increasing their output of crude iron and chemical

products and for a large-scale armament production, especially of YYeapons,
In this YYay Russia -will

/soon

By 1944, the supply

ammunition, machinery and transport vehicles.

G. 137631.
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soon be completely independent of the British and American deliveries v/hich
v/ill be limited to specialised parts for the Russian industrial machinery.

Furthermore, the newly-incorporated areas of Poland, Rumania,
Bulgaria, Jugoslavia, Hungary, Slovalcia and Finland have brought a
substantial increase to the Russian reserves of rav7 me.terials and to

Above all, these territories have substanti-their production capacity,
ally relieved the food shortage in the Soviet Union,
reserves estimated, ' in apiprox. 5 million tons can be used to supply
the Russian armies.

The captured food

Once the demands of the array have been met sufficient
quantities still remain to relieve the food situation of the civilian
population.

'.r 1945 vill, therefore, witness a return to economic inde
pendence of the Soviet Union and a Russiiin armaiaent potential at its
maximum.

The y ea

This independence is already havin its effect on the polit
attitude of the Soviet Union.

ical
For a long time she has avoided any kind of

close alliance with the Anglo-Saxon pov/ers, and has not been represented at
any conference at v/hich such an alliance was on the agenda for-discussion.
A further conference of the Big Throe, Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin, is
being repeatedly cancelled and postponed.

Meanwhile the Soviet is taking over all economic resources in the
occupied territories including even properties under for’eign ovvnership.
The latest developments .in Iran are significant.
American pressure the governiDont of Iran refused the Russian demands for
oil concessions in the North of the country,
to give in.
are willing to discuss the question of Russian purchases of crude oil.
is proposed to establish a Persian company, equipped vdth Russian machinery,
v/hich would send the whole of its output to Moscow,

Under British and

They have since,been forced
The Iran government has now informed the Russians that they

It

Thus the question of
a concession to the Russians v/ould be avoided, although for all practical
purposes these arrangements v/ould amount to an actual concession.

Paced with the spread of revolts in Northern Iran, and lacking, for
the. moment any substantial British or American support, the Iran government
has no choice but to comply with the Russian demands. Moscow is enjoying
the same freedom of action in Iran as in Rumania, from where she transport
ed to the Caucasus, parts of the foreign machinery used in the oil
industry, or in Poland where she took over the Stanislav oil fields and
exploited them for her ovm use.

England, as v;ell as America, has so far refrained from any official
protests and timorously avoided any atteiirpt at intervention. English
and American economic circles, however, have lodged numerous questions
and protests with their respective Governinents. Typical of these is a
declaration by the American National Foreign Trade Council which demands
that the following three measures be adopted;-

1. The introduction of a policy in the occupied countries, aimed
at safeguarding the rights of Ariiorican owners, until such time
as the private ovmers are in a position to resume control of
their properties.

firms to communicateThe granting of authority to American
with their representatives in the occupied territories by

2.

telegraph, mail or other means.

3. The adoption by the U. S. government of a policy giving American
citizens every facility to gain access to their properties as
soon as the military situation permits.

The complete unconcern with which the Soviet Union is proceeding in
her actions and the unrest among the private ovmers in England and America,
who fea-r for their rights, must necessarily have an effect on political
issues which may eventually lead to open d.isagreements among the Allies,

/political
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The unfulfilledPolitical differences arc also becoming manifest.
Russian demands have still to be discussed v/ith England and America.

The Japanese advances in China and the American
They

only partly concezn Europe,
break through in the Philippines have made the situation in the Par East more
acute. The war in Europe is only a part of the v^orld war, which is also

being fought out in the Par East,
interests in China, j.iongolia and Manchuria, v/hich she has recently neglected
because the v/ar in the West has weakened her armies in the Par East. ‘Today,
when the war in the Par'East has become acute, the Soviet Union is forced to
reinforce her-armies 'there, in order to fulfil her obligations on both sides.
The British and Americans v/ill find it impossible to transfer to China large
enough land forces to wage a successful campaign with strategic results,
while their off'ensive against Germany is still in -progress. China herself

The Russian Par-Eastern army is a powerful factor, v/hich cannot

This army will at any time be capable of

The Soviet Union has long-standing

is too v/oak.

be disregarded by either side,
exercising strong political pressure.

Per this, such an army must, of course, exist, v;hich means, that
substantial parts of the available v/ar potentia.1 must be diverted to the Par

This in turn presupposes that Moscow has forced a final decision onEast,

the Western front, before such a diversion can take place.

The Anglo-Saxons had planned to finish the war in Europe before launching
an offensive in the Par East, They are nov/ faced with an equal urgency in
both theatres of war. So long as the peace-pact between Moscow and Japan
exists - it expires this year - and the British auid Americans restrict their
fighting aims in the Par East to acquiring bases and jumping-off points,
sequence of events, the Par Eastom war following on the end of the

war, is still assured a.s fa.r as Russia is concerned,
therefore, more favourable, alv/ajrs provided that a final decision can be
forced in the West, v/hich v/ould permit her to transfer her military strength
to the East.

the

European

Her position is.

This is why the Soviet Union will throv;- her entire strength into the
This will leadoffensive against Germany, so a.s to force a final decision,

to the fiercest and most decisive battles on the Eastern front.

So far it has begunMeanwhile tho Russian winter offensive has begiin,

according to expectations, with an advance on East Prussia, Cracow and Upper
Silesia, parallel with an advance through the Hungarian plain tov/ards Vienna.

This was due to 'bhe military conditionsThe offensive has started late,

originating from the freezing-over of the East Prussian lakes, but shows a lack
of close co-ordination in the inter-allied strategy, as it should have started

The weather conditions render impossible the continuation of an
The offensive will thero-

socner.

offensive in this area once the tha-w has set in.
fore be concentrated into a short space of time jand will consequently be

backed by tho entire strength of the Russian war potential.

V.

Germany* s position.

the West has achieved its operationa,! aim, that
Purthen'iiore, it has

The enemy has suffered such heavy

The German offens'ive in

is to relievo- the front near Dliren and in Alsace,
smashed the enemy advance on the Ruhr,
losses in men and materials, that a further advance is unlikely till the
late Spring,

Strategic aims beyond this, such as a possible successful expansion of
the industrial areas before the Western defences as far as the Maginot Line

have so far not been achieved. It isand beyond, and up to the Maas,
impossible to say here whether the High Command even bore such aims in mind.

/The
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V
The German .iTiinor offensives in Kurland and Hungary served the same

purpose, that'is to anticipate hostile advances apd attacks and to smash
them,

been achieved.
So far, a final sta-bilisation of the front in Hungary has not

The expected Russian major offensive has noanvirhile begun in the East,
making heavy. dcLiands on the Geri.ian defences. The ener.y air offensive
against the forward areas and the Geroian hinterl.'and, has not yet been
checked. A surprise major attack by the German Jar Porco destroyed all
eneny air bases near the front and inflicted considerable losses.

The Allies are now openly admitting the German superiority in the

development of rocket weapons,
developed to a high dog;ree of perfection.
West and North-West of England, thus demonstrating their great range, and
have also proved their direct worth in operations on the front during the
German offensive when they,were used against enemy supply routes and
supply depots.

The Gorman V-weapons have been recently
They vfere used against" the

On the present technical basis of our armaiuont policy, v/e cannot catch

up with the armaiaent production of the enemy,
technical conditions would enable us t' catch up with and equal the eneuy

This change in the German armament policy can bo

Only a radical' change in

productio'n output,
achieved in two ways;-

j. By the intensified operationa.1 use of individual fighting men,
equipped v/ith specialised vreapons,

2. By developing the technique of rockets, still in its infancy at
present, but v/hich opens up entirely nev; aspects of the science
of war.

The individual ■i;ighting 'man equipped with specialised weapons can
revolutionise ground warfare despite 'the matcricil superiority of the

The rocket revolutionises air warfare by introducing entirely newenemy,
strategic conditions.

In order to develop and perfect both these tactics, and to convert
her armaiuent industry, Germany requires a pause in the military operations;
the German offensive seems to have secured this in the ''West, but it must

At 0.11 costs, the Gennon warast ooid South";:] o.st.still be fought for in the
potential must be strengthened so that wo may be in a position by next
Spring to v/ithstand a renewed eneiiy onslaught in the West,

VI.

Conclusive appreciation of the situation.

The battles for the maintenance of oui* lines in the West, and for the
defence of the Reich against the major Russian offensive in the East, will

If v/e succeed in holding the frontslead to the real climax of this war,
without suffering strategic losses in territoiy, men and materials, we
shall thus be able lay a firm foundation for final victory after the

ir force has resolved, at any rategra.dual reinforcciiient of the G'erv.ian xi-

partly, the critical air situation.

In the West the German Supre.uG Goanand will have to aim at securing
strategic freedom of action by a new offensive. The weaknesses in the eneny's
position in the Y/est are due to his supply difficulties owing to a lack of
shipping space, the congestion ,of the ports, in the disruption of the
traffic neWork in Belgium and Prance, temporary_deficiencies of French

.lament and to the compression of men and matei'ials in a limited area,

in the advanta£;e of being able to

ariv

The strength of Germany's position lies in

/operate
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"cp'-'rate on internal lines of cojnr.unicaat ion.

West Wall and the new system of defence in deioth make it possible to pi-exoare
armies for surprise attacks,
experience, v/hich has shown that a solid line of defence cannot be held

•without the co-operation of offensive forces.

The protection offered by the

This has been proved necessary by previous

The vfsakness of Gemany's position are the thjreat to her transport
system from enemy air superiority and Germany's dependence on the time
factor. In spite of Anglo-American efforts to increase their potential by
further mobilisation, increased production out'put, the re-organisation of
their supply system and the use of Belgian and French men and materials,
their forces have so far been limited. They will hov/ever, in time be rc-

Having regard to our limited scope, this
At the moment ws can still talk of a possible

info reed by an a.ll-out effort,
must not be permitted,

equalization of our forces, but as time goes on, the proportion v/ill become
more disadvantageous to Germany.

The compression of the enemy ground forces and their heavy losses of
men and materials must be regarded as of great strategic value to us.

realization of this v/ill probably lead the German High Command to continue
the offensive which may well decide the final issue.

For the moment we will have to Ignore any wider strategical aims, and
concentrate on the destruction of the enemy fighting forces themselves,
if possible where their superiority is not too ovei’whslming.

An outside observer may v/ell recall the German offensives of 1918.
From a purely military point of view, the reason for the ultimate failure

of these offensives is the fact that too many minor offensives were launched.

Furthermore the fighting spirit of the German people had been broken by 1918
and the German v/ar potential v^-sakened.

Once the offensive in Belgium and Luxemburg has forced the enen^y to
transfer substantial forces from other fronts, it will bo necessary for us
to stage similar attacks on other wealc points with the object of under
mining the eneny's fighting strength as quickly as possible,
in Alsace are a means tov/ards such an objective,

Holland are further possibilities,

to be defended a strategic defensive action will bo preferable to a
strategic offanaiv.. .
will have to bo elastic;

than the undermining and destruction of the enemy forces,
forces have been sufficiently deieleted and their operations are at a stand
still, the time will have come to use the units commanded by tho renegade
Russian General Wlassovr,

The

The attacks

The Aachen area and

In the East, ov/ing to the vast expanses

Our defences a,gainst the very heavy Soviet offensive
small territorial losses will be of less importance

Once the enemy

The German High Command has at the moment no decisive opportunities
from tho political angle;
military events,

(France and Belgium) and more fluid in tho East (Russia).
conflicts may arise on a number of points, but so far the Anglo-Saaon
po'vvers have yielded to the Russian demands, thus avoiding any open friction.
There are as yet no op-portunities for German political infiltration in the
West or in the East, but these may hovz-ever, appear during the future course
of the war.

the political situation will bo determined by
The Allied fronts are becoming broader in the ¥/est

Potential

At present Germany is solely dependent on tho efficacy of her ovm

vzeapons, tho power of her new technique and armaments, and the spiritual
Thus equipped she is entering upon theand moral strength of her people,

most decisive phase of the war, which is rapidly moving tov/ards a climax.
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